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Prof. Dr. Michael Anders
Timbuktu University of Secret Servicing
Department of Survival

To whom it may concern
Mr James Bond applies for a job as secret agent for your national secret service. I know
Mr.Bond since he enrolled in my class “Escaping from inescapable situations“ in short the
Houdini-class, which was part of his education towards the degree “Bachelor of Spying”
(B.S.) at University of Applied Secret Servicing in Timbuktu, and which he took in his third
semester in accordance with the regular curriculum.
His degree is different from a standard bachelors degree in spying (B.S), however, since
he also enrolled in the special class LtK (license to kill), teaching different methods of
varying degree of cruelty. Quite frequently, good graduates of this degree continued in a
master curriculum in eastern germany with the MFS(Ministerium für Staatssicherheit). Mr.
Bond definitely is a good graduate. In addition to his spying talents he is also a gifted
womanizer and probably will perform very well as a “Romeo”, leading Agent for middle
aged single secretaries in interesting agencies.
Mr. Bond visited my classes “Houdinis techniques”, “Killing with curare”, “Diving through
wastewater tubes” and “flying extraterrestrial starships”.
It has to be said, though, that Mr Bond shows some deficits in survival techniques. He
refused to eat roadside carrion and to drink murky waters leaking out of a landfill, claiming
it did not have the proper temperature. Since he clung on to his Beretta instead of a more
appropriate weapon, he also failed at hunting rats for emergency food.
Mr. Bond tends to cause high expenses for clothing, catering and hotel rooms. In one case
he even abused his license to kill on an innocent waiter who offered him Bratwurst and a
warm can of beer instead of Mr. Bonds order of Lobster and Dom Perignon.
In summary I recommend to deploy Mr. Bond as Romeo, but set rigid limits on his
expenses and issue the license to kill only on probation. In case of a deployment in remote
areas like e.g. Afghanistan or Burma I strongly recommend a further demanding schooling
in survival techniques especially in using bush tucker food and dressing well matured
roadkill.
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